
KARTELL INAUGURATES ITS FLAGSHIP 
STORE IN FLORENCE

Kartell’s spectacular new 300 square metre Flagship Store opens in Via dei Pescioni in the heart of Florence, 
just a stone’s throw from Piazza del Duomo and all the Tuscan capital's most famous monuments. The 
rooms of a historic Florentine palazzo with its characteristic columns and vaulted ceilings play host to all the 
latest collections presented at the Salone del Mobile and the products that have shaped the brand’s history. 
The fleur-de-lis, Florence’s emblem par excellence, will provide the backdrop for the layouts presented in 
the showcases.

Different product concepts with their infinite variations are represented in the large rooms in which the 
space is divided, showcasing different furnishing solutions, while at the same time all united by Kartell’s 
constant search for technology and new materials and its ability to evolve and innovate.

The opening of Kartell’s new Flagship store in Florence brings the brand to the international public of the city 
of art with its vast heritage of beauty, which also represents one of Kartell’s keywords together with Design, 
Innovation, Industrial Production, Quality and Sustainability, the founding principles of the brand.

“For Kartell,” comments Lorenza Luti, Marketing & Retail Director, “the point of sale is the chosen 
place, devoted to communicating our philosophy alongside the product, illustrating our interpretation of 
housing needs to consumers all over the world, while also conveying the brand’s identity and values. This 
is immediately recognisable through the layout of our shops, now oriented towards a more horizontal 
presentation of our products compared to the vertical nature of previous layouts, as our catalogue has been 
extended to include more and more complete living systems, and the layouts of our sales areas reflect this 
need by displaying different settings and their infinite variations”.

The Flagship store in Florence offers a series of suggestions where the new K-Wait sofa system by Rodolfo 
Dordoni is mixed with the Thierry tables by Piero Lissoni, which are presented in new colours. Upholstered 
furniture is also the main feature in the set dedicated to Patricia Urquiola and the Lunam system flanked 
by the Undique collection of side and low tables and the Lunat desk combined with the Charla armchair. 
Space is also given to Philippe Starck’s new proposals with the Eleganza Ela and Eleganza Nia chairs where 
the designer draws inspiration from the world of Haute Couture. 

All the projects with links to the topic of sustainability are well represented, such as Antonio Citterio’s Re-
Chair chair created with recycled illy Iperespresso coffee capsules and the new A.I. stool light, sustainable 
both in terms of the materials used and the production process, where three models can be produced from 
a single mould. The spacious rooms in the store also accommodate the entire range of Philippe Starck's 
Smart Wood Collection that can be adapted to different furnishing solutions.
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